Key Features

- Partial Lockstep Mode
- Full Lockstep Mode
- Continuous Self Test

Highlights

- The SPU Lockstep Comparator module provides output comparators and difference detection for the two Signal Processing Units.
- It provides the necessary logic to trigger the two SPUs synchronously and triggers an SMU alarm in case of any mismatch.

Customer Benefits

- Comparison of identical SPU configurations that process different data
- Comparison of data signals
- Validation of the SPULCKSTP correct operation
SPULCKSTP
Partial Lockstep Mode

› In this mode, only the control and addressing outputs of the two SPUs are compared.

› It enables the SPUs to process different data providing that the SPU configurations are identical.

› Both Radar Interfaces (RIFs) are active with identical configuration and each of them is feeding an SPU.

› The RIFs are started synchronously, therefore the operation of SPUs is synchronized also.

› Each SPU is processing the RIF data in an identical manner, therefore the control sequence is identical, but the data is different.

› In case of a mismatch in the control sequence, an SMU alarm will be triggered and reactive actions can be taken.
SPULCKSTP
Full Lockstep Mode

› In this mode, all SPU outputs, including the data are compared.

› The use of Full Lockstep Mode requires both SPUs to be reading the same input data and writing to the same addresses in the Radar Memory in exactly the same clock cycles.

› For examples, one RIF is active feeding the same data to both SPUs or the data is accessed from the Radar Memory (EMEM).

› Each SPU is processing the same data in an identical manner, so both the control sequence and data output will be identical.

› In case of a mismatch, an SMU alarm is triggered and reactive actions can be taken.
SPULCKSTP
Continuous Self Test

› The SPULCKSTP has a continuously running background self test of the lockstep comparator.

› The self test function injects faults and verifies that the fault is correctly detected by the monitoring logic.

› In case of a self test failure being detected, the failure is reported to the Safety Management Unit for the appropriate reaction.

› An additional safety measure is the duplication of any register of the lockstep block that cannot be directly monitored for correct operation by the self test function.
The SPULCKSTP implements four independent comparators, which allow the use of two clock domains of the SPU:

- 300 MHz processing clock
- 150 MHz BBB clock used for the interfaces to the Radar memory (EMEM)

For the Partial Lockstep, two comparators are needed, while for the Full Lockstep all four of them are used.

SPULCKSTP is also connected to the Safety Management Unit (SMU) and in case of mismatch an alarm is triggered. In the SMU, the response to the alarm can be configured.

The SPULCKSTP is only accessible through the Backbone Bus.
Application example
SPU synchronous triggering

› In this application example, SPULCKSTP is configured in Full Lockstep Mode.

› The RIF is feeding the same data to both SPUs.

› In order to be able to use the Full Lockstep Mode, the SPU0 and SPU1 have to be triggered synchronously.

› Using the Lockstep Control Registers, a SW trigger can be defined.

› Since each SPU is processing the same data using the same control sequence, the data output should be identical.

› In case a failure, an SMU alarm is triggered and a reaction can be defined (e.g. Application reset).
IMPORTANT NOTICE
The information given in this document shall in no event be regarded as a guarantee of conditions or characteristics (“Beschaffenheitsgarantie”).
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For further information on the product, technology, delivery terms and conditions and prices please contact your nearest Infineon Technologies office (www.infineon.com).

WARNINGS
Due to technical requirements products may contain dangerous substances. For information on the types in question please contact your nearest Infineon Technologies office.

Except as otherwise explicitly approved by Infineon Technologies in a written document signed by authorized representatives of Infineon Technologies, Infineon Technologies’ products may not be used in any applications where a failure of the product or any consequences of the use thereof can reasonably be expected to result in personal injury.